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Detailed studies of 12C structure and reactions

Our understanding of the life supporting 12C 
nucleus still unfolds multiple unsolved problems, 
conundra and impacts other branches of science:

➢ single particle vs. cluster
➢ role of discrete symmetries
➢ fermionic vs. bosonic, role of Pauli exc. pr.
➢ consistency of structure and reaction theories
➢ Bose-Einstein condensation
➢ abundance in the universe: importance in 

astrophysics and anthropogenesis
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Bijker and Iachello (Ann.Phys. 298, 2002) have clearly demonstrated the succesfull application of 
the ACM, or algebraic cluster model, to the vibrational-rotational spectrum of alpha-conjugate 
nuclei like 12C and 16O.

Algebraic cluster model for 3 alphas

Note that rotational bands DO NOT 
conform to the usual quadrupole 
rotational bands that  we are used 
to, but they  have a different 
symmetry! 
Rather, these are the L compatible 
with the transformation of an 
equil. triangle into itself.



What are the implication of the triangular structure in reactions? 



Transition densities in 12C 

Ground state

This model assume guassian densities for each alpha particle

and a total density that is the sum of three displaced alpha’s

which is then expanded in spherical harmonics

In collaboration with A. Vitturi, E. Lanza and J. Casal



Ground and Hoyle bands In collaboration with A. Vitturi, E. Lanza and J. Casal

Ground state band

Hoyle state band



Parameters phenomenologically adjusted



A-band

Transition densities in 12C 

E-band



Transition densities -> Form Factors -> Coupled Channels -> Cross-sections 

Lots of results that I 
dont’have time to 
discuss in details.
 They confirm that with 
just a simple triangular 
model one catches all 
the gross features, not 
only of the nuclear 
structure, but also of 
reaction dynamics of 
12C. 



Importance of the imaginary part of the ion-ion potential

V(r) + iW(r)

We have found that the «conventional 
wisdom» of taking the imaginary part ½ of the 
real part with the same geometry does not 
work here!
We obtain better results when the imaginary 
part is increased (= more absorption).



Extended to 16O in a tetrahedral arrangement Eur. Phys. J. A (2021) 57:33

3D g.s. density plot 

Expansion in spherical 
harmonics

The tetrahedral group Td allows for singly- , doubly- and 
triply-degenerate representations 

→ one can see all of these
 excitation modes in the 
spectrum of 16O !



Extended to 16O in a tetrahedral arrangement  ->   12C(,)16O  

Expansion in spherical 
harmonics of the 
transition densities

3D  transition density to 
first excited A band (0+)



Microscopic approaches lead to different routes   (with Moriya, Horiuchi, Casal)

Three-body  approach:
- stochastic variational method with correlated 
Gaussian basis functions

two methods are used:  
1) orthogonality condition model (OCM) 
2) shallow potential model (modified Ali-

Bodmer alpha-alpha potential)



Includes the Pauli exclusion principle                              (with Moriya, Horiuchi, Casal)

The ACM «forgets» the Pauli 
Exclusion principle, in the sense 
that, if the three alphas are all 
(1s)^4 configurations, then the 
missing quanta of the 
Wildermuth condition must be 
attributed to the relative motion 
(two Jacobi vectors).
See  P.O.Hess, Symmetry 2023, 15, 1197

The present approach dooes not 
suffer from this limitation.



One-body density distributions                                   (with Moriya, Horiuchi, Casal)

The 02
+ state is clearly more external, compatible with a first breathing osciillation of the clusters in and out.

This is the one-body density, if you multiply by r^2 you get lines of about the same height.



Two-body densities shows correlations                      (with Moriya, Horiuchi, Casal)

The two-body density distributions 
indicate that the main configurations 
of both the second 02

+ and 22
+ states 

have acute iscosceles triangle shapes 
coming mostly from 8Be(0+) + α 
configurations and find some hints 
that the second 22

+ state is not an 
ideal rigid rotational band member 
of the Hoyle state band.

…things get distorted with raising 
energy…



Summary

✓ The discrete geometrical symmetry group of the equilateral triangle D3h (containing also the permutations of the 
three alphas) shows its importance not only in the energy spectrum of 12C, but also in reaction properties, like 
elastic and inelastic scattering.

✓ The same can be said of the tetrahedral configurations of four alphas in 16O.

✓ Things are not so simple, though, due to the composite nature of the alpha particles (four correlated fermions, 
subject to the Pauli principle, instead of just a spin 0 boson). When you incorporate these effects, you get some 
distortion of the geometry in favour of an acute triangle, showing some 8Be+alpha correlations.

Lorenzo Fortunato 3 spin-0 bosons                        12 spin-1/2 fermions
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